
MINIMAL DESCRIPTION OF THE MESSAGE IN THE MOVIE: 1 
A time traveling U.S. Soldier is the "constant" in the 2 
story of how America warriors are the Peace Keepers 3 
of the PRESENT, how their unselfish sacrifices of the 4 
PAST have set the stage for America's present peace 5 
and prosperity, and how their FUTURE actions might 6 
give hope to the concept of Personal Choice for the 7 
entire world society. 8 
 9 
 10 

  TWO HOURS OF PATRIOTIC MUSIC 11 

FADE 12 
IN: 13 

An empty light blue color field. A military style 14 
drummer beats to a familiar rhythm. The drum beat gets 15 
louder and faster... A square box appears in the center 16 
of the screen. It's a freeze-frame of the action. It 17 
grows, coming toward us. 18 

The box gathers speed towards us, the drumming goes 19 
softer and softer. 20 

When the box reaches full size the drum beat STOPS. 21 
And the action starts. 22 

INT. BARRACKS - NIGHT 23 

SUPER: "Iraq, 2010” 24 

Two soldiers are getting ready to bunk down. The first 25 
soldier, Time Traveler (T.T.), a lieutenant, speaks 26 
to the 2nd soldier, PRIVATE. 27 

T.T. 28 
...nothing like surviving 29 
the unexpected mess we had 30 
to deal with today. It is 31 
hard for me to appreciate 32 
that we are here to help the 33 
everyday citizen of Iraq 34 
have a better lifestyle. 35 

PRIVATE 36 
We must have killed at least 37 
twenty-five of them and we 38 
only had three wounded. 39 
Those land mines drive me 40 
nuts, because there isn't 41 
anyone to shoot at. 42 

T.T. 43 



As the weeks go by I keep 44 
asking myself... what are 45 
we accomplishing? We are 46 
not even keeping the ground 47 
we conquer each day since we 48 
come back to base each 49 
evening and it goes from a 50 
daylight battleground to 51 
just another suburban 52 
neighborhood at night. 53 
Tomorrow we have to retake 54 
it again. 55 

PRIVATE 56 
Yeah, it's like going 57 
hunting each day... but the 58 
animals in the forest shoot 59 
back. To me the bad guys 60 
don't even know why they are 61 
fighting. My guess is that 62 
all they know is -- if they 63 
don't try to kill us, their 64 
own superiors will kill 65 
them and their families. 66 

T.T. 67 
We are here to restore peace 68 
by killing off all the bad 69 
guys so the Bankers of the 70 
world who have their loans 71 
here get their money back. 72 

(beat) 73 
At the root of every war it 74 
is free food, free sex and 75 
free shelter that you and I 76 
end up protecting. One side 77 
owns it and the other side 78 
wants it. 79 

PRIVATE 80 
I thought we were here to 81 
kill the bad guys before 82 
they we able to attack the 83 
USA? 84 

T.T. 85 
That is exactly what we are 86 
doing. Killing the bad guys 87 
off on their turf instead of 88 
on ours...that's why we are 89 
here. If the bad guys 90 
succeed here they will find 91 
a way to terrorize US 92 
citizens in the USA. 93 

(beat) 94 



Would you like to hear what 95 
my history professor thinks 96 
is the cause of most all 97 
wars since the beginning of 98 
time? 99 

PRIVATE 100 
Not really, but I suspect I 101 
am going to hear it anyways. 102 

T.T. 103 
He claimed that these bad 104 
guys have a disturbed sex 105 
life. He claimed that their 106 
gaining power by any means 107 
is just their anxiety to 108 
have a "no cost" access to 109 
as many women as they desire 110 
without having to get 111 
emotionally involved. 112 

PRIVATE 113 
So why doesn't Washington 114 
just air-drop a few million 115 
inflatable sex dolls into 116 
the hostile territory and 117 
you and I can pack up for 118 
home? 119 

Both laugh. 120 

T.T. 121 
Seriously... would you like 122 
to hear what two Muslims 123 
told me at the restaurant 124 
long before you even 125 
arrived on your tour of 126 
duty? 127 

(beat) 128 
I asked them the same 129 
questions you are asking 130 
me. They gave me simple 131 
straight answers. They said 132 
the cause of most all 133 
killing for the past 134 
centuries and the fractured 135 
society in the Mideast is 136 
caused by one group of 137 
Muslims wanting their 138 
succession of new Muslim 139 
leaders to be chosen by 140 
vote... and the other group 141 
wants it done by 142 
birthright. 143 

(beat) 144 



Remember when the medieval 145 
kings always handed down 146 
their throne to the oldest 147 
son. It is the same thing. 148 
The more educated Muslims 149 
want the "vote" and the more 150 
primitive ones want the 151 
"birth" thing. 152 

(beat) 153 
To non-Muslims like us... 154 
all we say is "so what!" Let 155 
them settle it amongst 156 
themselves! However, the 157 
spillover to us non-Muslims 158 
is that we need peace in the 159 
Middle East to guarantee 160 
the delivery of oil. It 161 
always comes down to money. 162 

(beat) 163 
This is my third tour with 164 
the Corps. I have gone from 165 
pure hatred of all these 166 
young guys we kill each week 167 
to where I now see them as 168 
victims of their own 169 
religious leaders or 170 
politicians. 171 

(beat) 172 
According to my two Muslim 173 
teachers there are many 174 
theories about how the 175 
Prophet Allah started the 176 
Islamic Empire. Legacy 177 
amongst the two Muslims at 178 
my table is that, centuries 179 
ago, 400 years before paper 180 
was invented, Allah had 181 
become a Military Leader 182 
and set up a system to have 183 
peace and prosperity in the 184 
entire Muslim Empire. They 185 
both agreed that their own 186 
individual tribe of people 187 
believe that the Prophet 188 
Allah started the Islamic 189 
Empire as a poor sheep 190 
herder. He started robbing 191 
food from the kings of those 192 
days and sharing one half of 193 
it with other poor 194 
peasants. In time he ended 195 
up with an army of well-fed 196 
peasants. His army captured 197 
most all of what is now 198 
called the Middle East. He 199 



wanted to hold his 200 
far-flung empire together 201 
so he made a rule that 202 
everyone that wanted to 203 
live under his protection 204 
had to become a Muslim. This 205 
meant that everyone had a 206 
single civil law to cover 207 
each phase of everyday 208 
life. If you did not like 209 
the law you had to leave or 210 
be killed. He even had a law 211 
that in order to protect the 212 
outlying villages in the 213 
empire from rape, pillage 214 
and plunder -- the law is 215 
that every Muslim was to 216 
kill any "non-believer" 217 
entering into the empire to 218 
prevent them from diluting 219 
the unity between all 220 
Muslims. If any invader was 221 
captured he could join up as 222 
a Muslim then could stay in 223 
the empire.  224 
 225 
In those days it was a good 226 
thing since it was designed 227 
to have one nation with one 228 
political system of 229 
governing wherein there was 230 
peace and prosperity. In 231 
America we have done the 232 
same thing with our "one 233 
nation, indivisible, with 234 
liberty and justice for 235 
all". 236 

(beat) 237 
All Allah wanted was a 238 
progressive and peaceful 239 
nation with one set of laws 240 
to protect everyone from 241 
outsiders and to settle 242 
disputes between neighbors 243 
without bloodshed. We in 244 
America call the same 245 
concept our Bill of Rights. 246 
My two Muslim tea drinkers 247 
made a big point that 248 
Allah's intent was that all 249 
Muslims have PERSONAL 250 
CHOICE under the Civil Law 251 
and not for Muslims to have 252 
a license to go around 253 
killing all non-Muslims 254 



just because they had 255 
different religious 256 
rituals. They contended 257 
that Muslim 258 
fundamentalists want to 259 
sell the concept of "having 260 
a higher place in Heaven" to 261 
justify killing their 262 
non-Muslim neighbor and 263 
steal his property. It all 264 
comes down to money. One 265 
group has it and the other 266 
group wants it. 267 

(beat) 268 
Apparently, Allah had been 269 
dead for four hundred years 270 
before paper was invented. 271 
Then the politicians of 272 
four hundred years after 273 
Allah's death tried to 274 
write down Allah's rules of 275 
conduct in a book called the 276 
Koran. Millions of people 277 
became Muslims because it 278 
created a society that 279 
protected Muslims from 280 
outside invaders 281 
destroying the unity of the 282 
empire. It was a rule book 283 
for civil law amongst all 284 
Muslims. It worked to 285 
everyone's satisfaction 286 
for thousands of years. 287 
Then instead of the Koran 288 
being interpreted as a set 289 
of Rules to protect the 290 
Islamic Empire, the guys 291 
who were too lazy to get a 292 
job, twisted the meaning of 293 
the Rules from protecting 294 
the Islamic Empire to a 295 
license to attack others 296 
outside the boundary of the 297 
Empire. In order to justify 298 
their stealing their 299 
neighbor's property, they 300 
took the phrases in the 301 
Koran that rewards a higher 302 
place in Heaven to those 303 
Muslims who kill non 304 
Muslims... anywhere. 305 

(beat) 306 
The problem today is that 307 
the ancient rules were 308 
meant to protect all of 309 



Islam from non-Muslim 310 
terrorists invading or even 311 
just walking through 312 
Islamic territory. 313 
However, if you read the 314 
words today it sounds like 315 
the Koran is giving 316 
permission to all Muslims 317 
to justify aggression on 318 
the part of Muslims to rise 319 
up and kill all non-Muslims 320 
in the world. The 321 
terrorists of today could 322 
care less about other 323 
Muslims or non-Muslims. All 324 
they want is free sex, food 325 
and shelter. They are no 326 
different than gang members 327 
operating in any city. The 328 
gang leaders are the ones we 329 
never see and shoot at. The 330 
ones we shoot at are the 331 
young unemployed innocent 332 
ones who will be killed by 333 
their own commandant if 334 
they don't try to kill us. 335 

(beat) 336 
Frequently, you hear... 337 
"May Allah go with you". In 338 
America we say "have a good 339 
one". 340 

TAPS is starting in the background. 341 

PRIVATE 342 
Let's get some sleep. 343 

T.T. 344 
For whatever the reason I am 345 
wide awake. Wondering if 346 
guys like you and me have 347 
had this conversation going 348 
back to the Revolutionary 349 
War. 350 

FEMALE SOLDIER (O.S.) 351 
Will you two pussies shut up 352 
and go to sleep? 353 

PRIVATE 354 
Hey lady private! You are 355 
always bossing us 356 
defenseless males 357 
around... 358 

(sarcastic) 359 



...and it hurts our 360 
feelings! 361 

FEMALE SOLDIER 362 
(Conciliatory 363 
tone) 364 

Will you two lovers just 365 
shut up and go to sleep? 366 

PRIVATE 367 
OK... OK... hoo-rah! 368 

Both men bunk down. The scene FREEZES and the frame 369 
dwindles on the screen. 370 

New MUSIC comes up -- music from the Revolutionary War 371 
period. 372 

A new FREEZE FRAME comes toward us. As it grows, the 373 
music dwindles, but never fades completely. When the 374 
frame reaches full size, the action starts. 375 

EXT. FIELD - NIGHT 376 

SUPER: "Revolutionary War - 1775" 377 

Many men dressed as Colonial soldiers warm themselves 378 
by small campfires. 379 

T.T. is awakened by the background noise. Not sure 380 
where he is, he stands up to look around. 381 

T.T. looks at his outfit. It is a Revolutionary 382 
Continental soldier's uniform. He is confused and 383 
can't figure if he is dreaming or not. 384 

T.T. starts shivering and sits down with two other 385 
soldiers in front of the campfire. It is cold and they 386 
are huddled by a paltry little fire with light snow 387 
falling on them. 388 

Period music continues throughout this sequence. 389 

PRIVATE 390 
From what I can see it looks 391 
like we are prepared to 392 
attack Yorktown in a few 393 
hours. 394 

T.T. 395 
Where are we? 396 

PRIVATE 397 
Where have you been? All the 398 
talk is that Washington is 399 



going to try to get us 400 
across the Delaware River 401 
tonight to surprise the 402 
Hessians at Yorktown. 403 

(sarcastic) 404 
What a less than perfect way 405 
to spend Christmas Eve, eh? 406 

SOLDIER #1 407 
Private! Why don't you just 408 
shut up and let the rest of 409 
us get some sleep! The dawn 410 
will get here soon enough. 411 

PRIVATE 412 
Hey man... if I want to talk 413 
off nervous energy that is 414 
my choice and not yours. 415 

(to T.T.) 416 
Are those the tiny fishing 417 
boats that are supposed to 418 
take us across the Delaware 419 
with that strong current 420 
and those ice floes? 421 
Damn... if a boat capsizes 422 
or anyone falls overboard 423 
they will sink with their 424 
uniform and boots. 425 

(beat) 426 
I haven't seen my wife or 427 
family for two years and I 428 
am ready to desert, but for 429 
some reason I stay. I just 430 
want to get this damn war 431 
over with so I can go home 432 
without feeling guilty 433 
about leaving you heroes to 434 
do the job for me. 435 

(beat) 436 
My wife and I agreed before 437 
I volunteered that we are 438 
not going to take orders 439 
from anyone on how we live 440 
our lives. King George or 441 
anyone else will have to 442 
hang us before we give up 443 
the land and the freedom we 444 
have acquired since we left 445 
England. 446 

T.T. does not know what to say and just nods his head 447 
and sits quietly as the other entire Revolutionary 448 
soldier drift off to sleep. 449 



EXT. FIELD - LATER 450 

Suddenly a yelling... 451 

OFFICER (O.S.) 452 
Wake up, children! Time for 453 
a rowing exercise! 454 

T.T. and PRIVATE get up slowly, gather their gear and 455 
shuffle towards the rowboats. 456 

The scene FREEZES and the frame dwindles on the screen. 457 
Uplifting MUSIC rises to remind the audience that 458 
Yorktown turned the tide. 459 

Also within the music, FX of SHOUTING and the MUSKET 460 
FIRE. 461 

New MUSIC comes up -- War of 1812 period music. 462 

A new FREEZE FRAME comes toward us. As it grows, the 463 
music dwindles. When the frame reaches full size, the 464 
action starts. 465 

INT. SHIP - DAY 466 

SUPER: "The War of 1812 was mainly for control of the 467 
Great Lakes." 468 

T.T. is wide awake, surprised and shocked to find 469 
himself dressed in a sailor uniform under Captain 470 
Perry ready to engage the British on one of the Great 471 
Lakes battles. 472 

T.T. turns to two other men, one dressed as ordinary 473 
seamen and the other an officer. 474 

T.T. 475 
Hey fellas -- I am not sure 476 
why I am here or what I am 477 
supposed to be doing? 478 

The officer is Private. 479 

PRIVATE 480 
You must be the new 481 
replacement. Don't get 482 
smart with me, sailor! This 483 
is serious business! Just 484 
do your job! Now pick up 485 
that fire stick and on my 486 
command plunge it the fire 487 
hole! 488 



T.T. finds himself holding the flaming stick, poised 489 
to touch the dry powder in the cannon on the officer's 490 
command. 491 

PRIVATE 492 
Fire in the hole! 493 

T.T. automatically reacts by plunging the fire stick 494 
into the powder hole. 495 

The cannon ROARS. Everyone stares out the cannon port 496 
except T.T. 497 

The officer (Private) and two of the other sailors 498 
exhibit satisfaction over having hit the English ship 499 
at the waterline. 500 

They are exuberant, while T.T. is not sure what to 501 
feel. He stands still, awkwardly. 502 

After a short beat, a cannon BLAST from the English 503 
ship hits back at the American ship right into where 504 
our actors are standing. 505 

In SLOW MOTION American sailors and the officer are 506 
blown off their feet in serious wounds and death. T.T., 507 
who was off to the side, is aghast at the carnage. 508 

The scene goes MOS. All three lie on the ground 509 
squirming and screaming in pain as T.T. tries to bind 510 
their wounds. 511 

The scene FREEZES and the frame dwindles on the screen. 512 

Accompanying is victorious MUSIC of the period. 513 

SUPER: "Every war victory... no matter how small, or 514 
seemingly insignificant... has a human price to pay." 515 

New MUSIC comes up -- "The Eyes Of Texas Are Upon You". 516 

A new FREEZE FRAME comes toward us. As it grows, the 517 
music dwindles. When the frame reaches full size, the 518 
action starts. 519 

EXT. ALAMO - DAY 520 

SUPER: "The Alamo" 521 

MUSIC plays continuously throughout this sequence. 522 

T.T. finds himself standing on the wall of the Alamo. 523 
A loud rifle shot is fired right near his ear. He 524 
stumbles, grabs his ear, and shakes his head to clear 525 
it. He has no idea where he is, confused about how he 526 
arrived, or what is expected of him. He is dressed in 527 



buckskin clothes... he just does not know exactly what 528 
to do or where to move. 529 

Another Texan in military officer's clothes picks up 530 
a pistol from the hand of a dead Texan. He shoves it 531 
into T.T.'s hand. 532 

Sound of RIFLES FIRING and English and Spanish 533 
shouting can be heard in the background. 534 

TEXAN OFFICER 535 
Hey soldier... what is your 536 
problem? Start shooting! 537 

T.T. instinctively takes aim and fires at an imaginary 538 
Mexican soldier. T.T. continues to stare at the 539 
wounded Mexican soldier. 540 

Suddenly T.T. is hit by a bullet in his face, which 541 
causes him to falter. 542 

A Mexican soldier arrives and bayonets T.T. in the 543 
stomach. He falls. 544 

Additional Mexicans arrive -- they bayonet T.T. in the 545 
back and beat his head with the butts of their rifles. 546 

The scene FREEZES and the frame dwindles on the screen. 547 

Accompanying is respectful, dirge-like MUSIC of the 548 
period. 549 

FADE TO 550 
BLACK. 551 

An extra moment to commemorate the honored dead. 552 

SUPER: "Those that died at the Alamo were all 553 
volunteers. They fought, as true warriors do, without 554 
regard for their own safety. 555 

They fought for an ideal; the one America was founded 556 
upon -- 557 

the right to be free to choose, and not be told how 558 
to live by an aggressor or tyrant." 559 

A moment more of BLACK, then... 560 

New MUSIC comes up -- Civil War period MUSIC. 561 

A new FREEZE FRAME comes toward us. As it grows, the 562 
music dwindles. When the frame reaches full size, the 563 
action starts. 564 

EXT. BATTLEFIELD - DAY 565 



SUPER: "The American Civil War" 566 

Two Confederate soldiers lie on the ground with rifles 567 
ready to fire. 568 

T.T. finds himself and a fellow Confederate soldier 569 
(Private) anticipating a charge from the Union line 570 
at Shenandoah. 571 

PRIVATE 572 
About when do you think the 573 
boys in blue will attack? 574 

T.T. 575 
Hey, I don't even know where 576 
we are or what battle we are 577 
in? 578 

PRIVATE 579 
We're holding the line at 580 
Shenandoah, fella. You must 581 
have been hit in the head in 582 
that last bombardment and 583 
lost your memory... 584 

(beat) 585 
Listen... if I don't 586 
survive the war, will you 587 
take a gift to my three year 588 
old son in Savannah? 589 

T.T. 590 
Hey man! What if I die and 591 
go straight to Heaven and 592 
you survive to eat army grub 593 
with all the worms mixed in? 594 

PRIVATE 595 
Hey... quit trying to be 596 
funny. I watched you fight 597 
hand-to-hand a week ago and 598 
you have something about 599 
you that the other men do 600 
not have. You seem to see 601 
danger coming and survive 602 
while others die all around 603 
you. 604 

T.T. 605 
(sobered) 606 

Sorry man... Of course I 607 
will try to find your son 608 
and deliver the gift. 609 

Private hands T.T. a flute whittled from an oak branch. 610 



T.T. blows on the flute a short tune -- "Dixie". 611 
Smiles, sticks the flute in his backpack. 612 

But T.T.'s still confused. He looks around, still 613 
trying to figure out how he arrived and where he is. 614 

Suddenly, in a SLOW MOTION attack by a single Union 615 
soldier, PRIVATE is shot dead. T.T. has a bayonet fight 616 
on his hands. 617 

T.T. is able to stab the Union soldier through the 618 
heart. 619 

He stares at what he has done and almost drops his 620 
weapon in disgust. Then a SHOT is heard and T.T. spins 621 
with a leg wound and falls. A Union soldier runs up 622 
to him. poised to stick him with a bayonet -- 623 

T.T. raises his empty hand in defense. The Union 624 
soldier has his bayonet poised for the kill. He 625 
hesitates... 626 

UNION SOLDIER 627 
Lay still, Rebel... pretend 628 
you're dead... we Northern 629 
boys don't go around 630 
killing men on the ground 631 
even if they are wearing 632 
Rebel gray... 633 

The Union Soldier rushes past. 634 

The scene FREEZES and the frame dwindles on the screen. 635 

Accompanying is respectful MUSIC of the period. 636 

SUPER: "Individual soldiers fight and kill under 637 
orders... or for an ideal. Americans are taught to help 638 
their neighbor... and even at such a dark time in 639 
American history, compassion overrides bloodlust and 640 
blind instinct." 641 

Then... new MUSIC comes up -- WWI-era MUSIC. 642 

A new FREEZE FRAME comes toward us. As it grows, the 643 
music dwindles. When the frame reaches full size, the 644 
action starts. 645 

INT. TAVERN - DAY 646 

SUPER: "The First World War, 1917" 647 

Two American soldiers and a bartender stand in a 648 
tavern. T.T. 649 



stands by the bar. Private is seated alone at a table. 650 
MUSIC continues throughout this sequence. 651 

Speaking begins between all three men, but the 652 
audience can only see the pantomime of their physical 653 
motions to figure out what intense emotions are being 654 
exchanged or explained between the two of them. 655 

Essentially, T.T. is trying to comfort PRIVATE who is 656 
ready to commit suicide from "guilt" because he 657 
survived the attack today while almost everyone else 658 
in his small company were killed along with almost all 659 
his entire regiment. 660 

The two actors use their body motions to convey the 661 
following to the audience, in a "silent film" 662 
approach. 663 

Both T.T. and PRIVATE have a pantomime of hand gestures 664 
and body language as the tavern keeper speaks up now 665 
and then in pantomime. They are talking about the 666 
battlefront activity today. It is obvious from the 667 
body language of T.T. that he is uncomfortable with 668 
finding himself in a World War 1 uniform in a strange 669 
tavern. 670 

T.T. tries to sympathize with Private but he is going 671 
in two directions at once. T.T. would just as soon get 672 
out of the tavern and away from the deranged Private. 673 
However, T.T. can't just walk away from someone who 674 
is so distraught. 675 

The hand motions of the bartender convey what 676 
questions he is asking Private about what Private has 677 
gone through this week. 678 

Private, who is obviously slightly drunk, starts 679 
demonstrating how the signal flare went up and how they 680 
climbed out of the trenches. How the men to his right 681 
and left fell with machine gun bullets. How he was 682 
slightly hit in the shoulder but still ran forward. 683 
How he fell upon the barbed wire so the soldiers behind 684 
him could step on his back and jump forward. 685 

The bartender continues asking him questions by hand 686 
and body motion about how much damage did they do to 687 
the Germans? 688 

Private waves his arms and makes motions to explain 689 
how he missed the entire action because his clothes 690 
were stuck to the wire and was freed by his own troop’s 691 
hours later. 692 

Private pantomimes that he watched the members of his 693 
company (he points to the insignia on his sleeve) fall 694 
in front of him, the wounded all screaming. All he 695 



knows is that his battalion started out with this many 696 
men (holding out his two arms about three feet apart) 697 
and only (narrowing the gap between his arms) "this 698 
many" returned. The bartender pours him another drink 699 
with a look of "understanding" and remorse. 700 

T.T. reaches in his pocket to pay for the new drink 701 
and the bartender waves him off. 702 

Suddenly Private puts his head in both hands and 703 
evidences in SLOW MOTION gross despair over visions 704 
of what he experienced that week. In the background 705 
we hear, very softly, CANNON SHELLS BURSTING and 706 
SCREAMING SOLDIERS to suggest what Private has 707 
experienced. 708 

T.T. slides a chair nearer Private. T.T. tentatively 709 
tries to put his arm around Private. Private throws 710 
T.T.'s arm off his shoulder in an act of defiance. 711 
Private then starts pounding his fist on the table and 712 
hitting himself in the head because he survived and 713 
his comrades did not. Private then breaks the 714 
pantomime -- 715 

PRIVATE 716 
Why did I survive when all 717 
my close friends died!? 718 

T.T. again tries to put his arm around Private. This 719 
time it is received and Private curls up in the bosom 720 
of T.T. and sobs in an uncontrollable manner. 721 

The scene FREEZES and the frame dwindles on the screen. 722 

New MUSIC comes up -- WWII-era MUSIC. 723 

A new FREEZE FRAME comes toward us. As it grows, the 724 
music dwindles. When the frame reaches full size, the 725 
action starts. 726 

EXT. PHILIPPINES - JAPANESE PRISON CAMP - DAY 727 

SUPER: "World War II" 728 

PRIVATE and T.T. wander in a Japanese prison camp. They 729 
are dressed in tattered rags of US Army uniforms. 730 
Patriotic MUSIC continues throughout this sequence. 731 

A uniformed Japanese guard stands menacingly nearby. 732 

T.T. is dazed and uncomfortable -- both at his torn 733 
uniform and being behind barbed wire fencing. He has 734 
never been in a prison camp and staggers around 735 
aimlessly. 736 



T.T. ends up alongside Private. 737 

PRIVATE 738 
It looks like the Japs are 739 
abandoning the camp. I 740 
heard from the locals that 741 
our forces have taken 742 
Guadalcanal, and Iwo Jima. 743 
That mean the Marines are 744 
probably headed here next. 745 

(beat) 746 
Wow... for three years 747 
since I marched from Bataan 748 
I have dreamed of being 749 
rescued. Now it appears to 750 
be a matter of how many of 751 
us witnesses the Japs are 752 
going to leave behind 753 
alive. 754 

(beat) 755 
After all the suffering we 756 
witnessed... the 757 
bayoneting of American 758 
prisoners just for sport, 759 
even the beheadings simply 760 
to show off Samurai 761 
skills... I can't imagine 762 
them just leaving without 763 
killing all of us, so we 764 
can't describe what 765 
atrocities we have had to 766 
endure. 767 

(beat; points) 768 
Maybe that is why they have 769 
us digging those trenches. 770 
It seems silly that they are 771 
telling us those trenches 772 
are for our protection in 773 
case of an air attack by our 774 
Grumman Hellcats. They look 775 
like burial sites to me. To 776 
me it looks like I might 777 
never again see my favorite 778 
golf course just outside 779 
Boston. 780 

T.T. who still does not know what to make of his being 781 
in this prison camp suddenly blurts out -- 782 

T.T. 783 
Golf! I had a nine handicap 784 
myself. What was yours? 785 



Private stares at him like he's crazy -- then bursts 786 
out laughing. A moment of sanity in an insane world... 787 
Suddenly a Japanese Officer and a foot soldier appear. 788 

The hand motions of the officer suggest that the 789 
Japanese guard soldier is now being ordered by his 790 
superior to finish his assignment of killing all 791 
prisoners and to then go to his barracks to prepare 792 
for evacuation. 793 

The Jap officer turns and walks away. 794 

The Jap guard looks at both T.T. and Private. He aims 795 
his rifle at both. He turns his head to check to see 796 
if his superior officer is watching him from behind. 797 
He then fires his rifle twice into the air. He stares 798 
at both Americans, and then uses his rifle to motion 799 
them to fall to the ground. 800 

T.T. and Private go prone on the ground and raise their 801 
hands and arm slightly and look the guard in the eye 802 
-- to say "thank you". The Japanese soldier snaps his 803 
chin down and then back up in recognition of their 804 
being humans and not animals. He then runs off to 805 
evacuate the camp. 806 

The scene FREEZES and the frame dwindles on the screen. 807 

New MUSIC comes up -- 60s-era ACID ROCK, PROTEST SONGS, 808 
and so forth. Really setting a tone... 809 

A new FREEZE FRAME comes toward us. As it grows, the 810 
music grows as well. When the frame reaches full size, 811 
the action starts -- and the MUSIC COMES TO A 812 
SCREECHING HALT. 813 

EXT. VIETNAM - DAY 814 

SUPER: "Vietnam 1971" 815 

American troops have just finished repelling the enemy 816 
with a vicious firefight at their fire base in the 817 
jungle. 818 

Private, ragged and unshaven, is taking an open air 819 
shower, and talking to SOLDIER #2, showering in the 820 
next stall over. 821 

PRIVATE 822 
I tell ya man, I'm just 823 
about losing my mind over 824 
the idea of being wounded 825 
and crippled for life over 826 
a war without a purpose! Why 827 
are we here in Vietnam? Is 828 



it just to try out new 829 
weapons? 830 

SOLDIER #2 831 
I read an editorial in the 832 
New York Times suggesting 833 
that Vietnam was a nothing 834 
more than a weapons testing 835 
ground by both Russia and 836 
the US. The article said how 837 
neither Russia nor the US. 838 
ever intended either side 839 
to win. Russia needed a war 840 
to sell weapons so their 841 
economy wouldn't collapse. 842 
The US needed a place to 843 
give the US. Generals 844 
something to do besides 845 
play golf and to try out all 846 
the new weapons. Generals 847 
wanted to have troops with 848 
real experience so if there 849 
was a real war the US. 850 
Officers would be 851 
experienced -- experienced 852 
with all the new weapons now 853 
on the drawing board. 854 

PRIVATE 855 
If what you are saying is 856 
true then that get really 857 
gets me angry when I think 858 
that my body is going to get 859 
torn up or blown apart, all 860 
for the sake of money or new 861 
weapon experiments. All I 862 
want to do is get back to 863 
Colorado Springs and 864 
prepare for the downhill at 865 
the next Olympics. 866 

(beat) 867 
If what you say is true, all 868 
of us out here are little 869 
more than lab rats in a 870 
cage. Sitting out here at 871 
our firebase. A stationary 872 
target for Charlie to shoot 873 
at whenever he feels like 874 
it. We do not have anywhere 875 
to hide. This is super 876 
stupid since it is only a 877 
matter of time before we are 878 
killed off one at a time. 879 

SOLDIER #2 880 



Relax... the way I see it we 881 
warriors are already dead 882 
from the moment we fire our 883 
first round. It just a 884 
matter of time whether 885 
bullets or shrapnel tear 886 
our human costume apart. I 887 
had a Sunday school teacher 888 
who said we will all 889 
eventually lose our human 890 
costume and it goes back 891 
into the soil, but the 892 
invisible part of us that 893 
laughs and cries and can 894 
write and read can never 895 
die. She called it our 896 
invisible individual 897 
Consciousness. She 898 
convinced us that our 899 
invisible Consciousness 900 
can never die because it 901 
comes from THE BOSS 902 
HIMSELF, regardless of what 903 
name each tribe on Earth 904 
calls HIM.  Some call HIM 905 
Allah, Buda, Confucius, 906 
God, Jehovah, and others, 907 
but they are just different 908 
names for the same “one and 909 
only” BOSSMAN that created 910 
us. 911 

(beat) 912 
Now... do I sound like an 913 
intellectual or do I sound 914 
like an intellectual? 915 

PRIVATE 916 
Who knows, maybe she is 917 
right. Maybe an instant 918 
after we take a bullet in 919 
the head we merely get a new 920 
human costume in the form of 921 
a newborn baby somewhere in 922 
the universe? 923 

SOLDIER #2 924 
Hey... maybe we will both be 925 
recycled and come back as 926 
little girl babies and grow 927 
up as female movie stars? 928 

PRIVATE 929 
I always thought you would 930 
look good in a dress and 931 
blouse. 932 



Both men laugh -- 933 

SOLDIER (O.S.) 934 
Incoming!!! 935 

In SLOW MOTION and silence Private and Soldier #3 936 
freeze for an instant, then dive to the ground. Naked 937 
and wet, they throw on their helmets and fire their 938 
guns into the jungle. 939 

PROTEST MUSIC of the 70's now starts up again in the 940 
background. 941 

EXT. VIETNAM - LATER 942 

The firing ends. PRIVATE slumps against some sandbags, 943 
alone. 944 

Now dressed, but like a wild man -- shabby outfit, 945 
covered with ornaments and souvenirs... no respect for 946 
the uniform. 947 

Private sees a helicopter landing. From the helicopter 948 
comes T.T. Clean-shaven, clean uniform... confused as 949 
usual at having been thrown into this historic period. 950 

He jogs from the helicopter to the camp. Private walks 951 
up to T.T. 952 

as T.T. starts to try to make sense of his arrival. 953 

T.T. recognizes the area as a firebase but he is 954 
hesitant in what to say or what to look for...and all 955 
the men stare at him. 956 

Private looks at the stripes on T.T.'s uniform and 957 
recognizes that he is the new 1st Lieutenant in C 958 
Company. 959 

T.T. 960 
Got a salute for me, 961 
Private? 962 

Private gives him a "mocking" salute. T.T. takes 963 
little offense -- he was just stalling for time... 964 

T.T. 965 
Alright, alright... who's 966 
your squad leader? This 967 
place is a disgrace. I'm the 968 
new 1st Lieutenant, and I -- 969 

PRIVATE 970 
All due respect sir... has 971 
anyone informed you of the 972 



life span of a 1st 973 
Lieutenant at a forward 974 
firebase? 975 

T.T. does not like the interruption, but holds his 976 
rebuke. 977 

T.T. 978 
(caustic) 979 

OK, soldier... no, I 980 
haven't. Why don't you 981 
educate me? 982 

PRIVATE 983 
It appears from our 984 
experience at this base 985 
camp that fifteen to twenty 986 
minutes is the maximum, 987 
once Charlie starts sending 988 
in mortars. They can see us 989 
-- we can't see them. I am 990 
available to offer my 991 
babysitting services if the 992 
Lieutenant is open to such 993 
a suggestion? 994 

Laughter is heard in the background. T.T. maintains 995 
his composure. Insubordination is familiar; he can 996 
deal with that... 997 

T.T. 998 
Are you trying to tell me 999 
that you are offering a post 1000 
graduate course in officer 1001 
training... Private? 1002 

PRIVATE 1003 
No offense meant sir, but 1004 
you are the fourth 1st 1005 
Lieutenant to arrive in the 1006 
past nine weeks and it would 1007 
be to everyone's advantage 1008 
if you survived for a least 1009 
a month. 1010 

T.T. 1011 
Your views are noted, 1012 
Private, and I will give 1013 
them my attention after 1014 
inspecting the compound to 1015 
see why some of you soldiers 1016 
are dressed more like 1017 
homeless people or beach 1018 
bums than soldiers... 1019 



A murmur of mock offense and confrontation from the 1020 
soldiers in the background. 1021 

Both Private and the 1st Lieutenant T.T. turn their 1022 
heads to the source of the other soldiers' mocking 1023 
sounds, then return to face each other for a few tense 1024 
moments. 1025 

SOLDIER (O.S.) 1026 
Incoming! 1027 

In SLOW MOTION the two bump into each other as they 1028 
scramble for a place to hide. T.T. is slow to react 1029 
since he is brand new. 1030 

Private is already on the ground from experience. 1031 
Private crawls on all fours -- tackles T.T.'s legs and 1032 
knocks him down and scrambles on top of him to protect 1033 
him. The sound of two EXPLOSIONS... then things quiet 1034 
down. Both unharmed men relax and give each other a 1035 
pat on the shoulder as Private starts to climb off of 1036 
T.T. and stands up. Then Private offers T.T. a hand 1037 
to get up. T.T. is clearly impressed by Private's 1038 
valorous actions. 1039 

T.T. stands up. He nods at Private. 1040 

T.T. 1041 
Thanks for the last minute 1042 
coverage. 1043 

Private nods back. 1044 

PRIVATE 1045 
We are all in this rotten 1046 
mess together. 1047 

(beat) 1048 
We also have to be careful 1049 
not to be seen meeting on 1050 
the ground like this... it 1051 
could start a rumor. 1052 

T.T. 1053 
The kind of military 1054 
cover-up you just showed 1055 
me, I can live with. 1056 

Both men flip their heads back and laugh. 1057 

Private stands up and stretches his back. T.T. bends 1058 
down to put a piece of equipment back upright. 1059 

SOLDIER (O.S.) 1060 
Incoming!! 1061 



Private tries to spin and dive but the explosion occurs 1062 
too close. In SLOW MOTION, Private is blown through 1063 
the air and across the bunker. 1064 

T.T., who was bent over and shielded from the incoming 1065 
mortar, crawls over to Private. Sees he is gravely 1066 
wounded, probably dying. 1067 

T.T. is in shock and tries to shake off the effects 1068 
of the shelling. In the background, soldiers yell and 1069 
shout commands. 1070 

Return fire goes out in all directions. 1071 

T.T. picks up the Private's automatic weapon and 1072 
crawls to the top of the bunker and starts firing. 1073 

The scene FREEZES and the frame dwindles on the screen. 1074 

New MUSIC comes up -- hip pop circa 2010. 1075 

A new FREEZE FRAME comes toward us. As it grows, the 1076 
music dwindles. When the frame reaches full size, the 1077 
action starts. 1078 

INT. IRAQ - BARRACKS - DAY 1079 

SUPER: "Iraq, 2010. Dawn." 1080 

We hear modern day background MUSIC and NEWS on a radio 1081 
nearby as if from a present day disc jockey. T.T. and 1082 
PRIVATE are getting dressed. It is a normal morning. 1083 

T.T. is shaking his head with confusion. 1084 

T.T. 1085 
I'll tell ya... I had a less 1086 
than peaceful night. I 1087 
dreamed I was a soldier in 1088 
more or less all the wars 1089 
the US has been involved in! 1090 

PRIVATE 1091 
(laughs) 1092 

I had a less than peaceful 1093 
night myself. I dreamed I 1094 
was with my Iraqi lady 1095 
friend, the one I'm gonna 1096 
see tomorrow night on 1097 
leave. Guess I'm workin' 1098 
out my moves, because I plan 1099 
on keeping her awake all 1100 
night. 1101 



Private makes a humping action with his hips. T.T. 1102 
shrugs. 1103 

T.T. 1104 
Dreams are funny things. 1105 
Aren't they? 1106 

T.T. picks up his back pack, but trips on the leg of 1107 
cot he was sleeping on and lands on the floor. 1108 

Scattered applause from the other men. 1109 

PRIVATE 1110 
All hail the invincible 1111 
warrior! Died tripping on 1112 
his own pack! 1113 

T.T. gives Private the finger. He slowly picks up the 1114 
back pack. 1115 

As he stands up, a flute falls out of the back pack 1116 
onto the floor. 1117 

THE OAK-CARVED FLUTE FROM THE CIVIL WAR SEQUENCE. 1118 

T.T. can't believe what he is seeing. He slowly picks 1119 
it up and touches it to his lips -- blows the same tune 1120 
("Dixie") that he blew in the Civil War dream. 1121 

He then sits down on his bed in a state of confusion 1122 
and disbelief. 1123 

T.T. 1124 
(to himself) 1125 

What is going on? 1126 

A bugle is heard in the background. 1127 

PRIVATE 1128 
I'm goin' to get some 1129 
breakfast. 1130 

He stands up to walk away. 1131 

T.T. 1132 
I'll be along in a minute... 1133 

He continues to sit on his bed, mesmerized by the flute 1134 
in his hand. Private stares at him, wondering at his 1135 
unusual behavior. 1136 

Then walks off... 1137 

SOLDIER (O.S.) 1138 
Incoming!! 1139 



An EXPLOSION sounds nearby. Both men start to dive to 1140 
the ground. 1141 

T.T. safely lands on the ground as he merely had to 1142 
roll off the bed. 1143 

Private, who was just about to exit the tent, is slow 1144 
to dive from his standing position -- and is hit by 1145 
shrapnel. 1146 

T.T. shakes off the trauma of the explosion and crawls 1147 
over to Private's bloody body. 1148 

T.T. 1149 
Medic! Medic! 1150 

(to Private) 1151 
Hang on buddy... we will get 1152 
you through this... 1153 

Private looks real bad. He coughs up blood, and then 1154 
speaks in a whistling voice... 1155 

PRIVATE 1156 
Hey man... if I don't make 1157 
it can you contact my 1158 
divorced wife in Savannah? 1159 
I have a three-year-old 1160 
son... maybe you can tell 1161 
him that the last thing that 1162 
Daddy thought about was 1163 
him. 1164 

T.T. 1165 
Yes. Of course. 1166 

PRIVATE 1167 
Oh, and by the way... this 1168 
is real important -- 1169 

(beat) 1170 
You're a lousy flute 1171 
player. 1172 

T.T. laughs. 1173 

T.T. 1174 
Tell ya what... I'll give 1175 
the flute to your boy. I 1176 
will tell him it's a gift 1177 
from his daddy. 1178 

T.T. suddenly realizes -- this is just like the Civil 1179 
War dream... Tears roll down his cheeks. 1180 

T.T. 1181 



Listen, man -- you just hang 1182 
on, alright? You can 1183 
deliver it yourself. 1184 

(yells) 1185 
Medic! Medic, I got wounded 1186 
here! 1187 

PRIVATE 1188 
I don't think I'm gonna... 1189 
make it... 1190 

He appears to die. 1191 

T.T. 1192 
Will it never end!!! 1193 

T.T. appears to be going out of his mind with grief 1194 
-- over the stupidity, the waste -- losing his buddy 1195 
Private, who's been with him now through so many of 1196 
the daily conflicts... The scene FREEZES and the frame 1197 
slowly dwindles on the screen. 1198 

We can hear a MILITARY FUNERAL CEREMONY... a 21-GUN 1199 
SALUTE... New MUSIC comes up -- ultra-modern disco. 1200 

A new FREEZE FRAME comes toward us. As it grows, the 1201 
music dwindles. When the frame reaches full size, the 1202 
action starts. 1203 

EXT. RESTAURANT - DAY 1204 

SUPER: "Washington, DC 2017" 1205 

T.T. is in a restaurant, waiting for someone. He is 1206 
dressed in a three-piece dark suit with a monogrammed 1207 
white shirt, gold cufflinks, and a plain red tie. The 1208 
music is gone and only background restaurant sounds 1209 
are heard. 1210 

PRIVATE (O.S.) 1211 
Oh captain, my captain? 1212 

T.T. looks up. Standing behind him with a smirk on his 1213 
face... the Private that our Time Traveler thought had 1214 
died on his way to breakfast many years earlier. 1215 

They embrace and sit down without saying a word. 1216 

T.T. 1217 
Should we order now and then 1218 
talk about memories? Or get 1219 
cold chills talking about 1220 
the past now and then hope 1221 
we can keep down what we 1222 
eat? 1223 



PRIVATE 1224 
Let's just order and let 1225 
everything flow. 1226 

T.T. 1227 
OK. 1228 

PRIVATE 1229 
(sarcastically) 1230 

You're looking good, for an 1231 
"older gentleman". 1232 

T.T. 1233 
Private... no matter how 1234 
you try to butter me up, 1235 
you're still going to have 1236 
to pay your share of the 1237 
check. 1238 

PRIVATE 1239 
Ah, "Captain, my 1240 
Captain"... you really know 1241 
how to hurt a guy. How about 1242 
you paying the bill and I'll 1243 
leave the tip? 1244 

T.T. 1245 
Private... I heard that the 1246 
only tip you ever gave a 1247 
waitress was "early to bed 1248 
and early to rise... makes 1249 
you healthy, wealthy and 1250 
wise..." But you forgot to 1251 
tell the waitress that you 1252 
left out two words after the 1253 
word "bed"... "with me"! 1254 

Private points a finger at T.T. 1255 

PRIVATE 1256 
(sings) 1257 

Those were the days my 1258 
friend... we thought they 1259 
would never end... 1260 

T.T. and Private both burst out laughing and then 1261 
quickly go silent... as if neither wants to remember 1262 
anything of those terrifying times. After a beat -- 1263 

PRIVATE 1264 
Do you have the 1265 
flashbacks... same as I do? 1266 

T.T. 1267 
They never end. They show up 1268 
in the middle of a business 1269 



meeting or a game of tennis 1270 
or golf. I can deal with it 1271 
but whoever is with me 1272 
notices that I am 1273 
suddenly... "not there". 1274 
How about you? 1275 

PRIVATE 1276 
All I remember is leaving 1277 
the tent to go to 1278 
breakfast... then I woke up 1279 
in base camp hospital with 1280 
more bandages than 1281 
Frankenstein. I have some 1282 
vague memory of you holding 1283 
me in your arms and shouting 1284 
"Medic!", but I was out 1285 
until I woke up a month 1286 
later with a uniquely 1287 
beautiful 1288 
two-hundred-fifty pound 1289 
female nurse changing my 1290 
bed pan. I always was a 1291 
"ladies man". They must 1292 
hire these gals out of some 1293 
weight lifting class. Their 1294 
arms are bigger than my 1295 
thighs! But I grew to 1296 
appreciate their 1297 
tenderness and gentleness 1298 
for almost a full year of 1299 
helping me to get back the 1300 
use of my arms and legs. 1301 

T.T. 1302 
I thought you were dead. I 1303 
felt guilty about that for 1304 
a long time... you really 1305 
made my day when you found 1306 
me and called. How did you 1307 
track me down? 1308 

PRIVATE 1309 
Hey fella -- newly-elected 1310 
senators in D.C. are public 1311 
property! 1312 

(beat) 1313 
We had respect for each 1314 
other from our first 1315 
meeting in the Corps. So 1316 
let's just catch up, enjoy 1317 
our food, have a few laughs, 1318 
part company, and have 1319 
closure on the entire 1320 
subject we lived through. 1321 



T.T. 1322 
Sounds good to me. Both of 1323 
us could probably do 1324 
without the ugly stuff of 1325 
the past. But maybe we will 1326 
stay in touch? 1327 

PRIVATE 1328 
That sounds great. But we 1329 
may be asked to return to 1330 
active duty, from what I 1331 
read about this Muslim 1332 
thing. 1333 

T.T. 1334 
Right. Fortunately, there 1335 
are a few of us in the Senate 1336 
that are trying to get 1337 
legislation through to 1338 
soften the impact. Most of 1339 
the senators are not 1340 
willing to commit until 1341 
they have a better sense of 1342 
what their constituents 1343 
will tolerate... so they 1344 
don't lose any votes. 1345 

PRIVATE 1346 
So what is happening? 1347 

T.T. 1348 
Two things are already 1349 
coming up for vote. We have 1350 
a bill being drafted to 1351 
change the status of the 1352 
Muslim religion here in the 1353 
US to that of a political 1354 
party, rather than a 1355 
religious sect or church. 1356 
The official logic is the 1357 
distinction between the 1358 
word "unselfishness" and 1359 
"selfishness". All the 1360 
other churches except Islam 1361 
preach "do unto others as 1362 
you would have them to unto 1363 
you". Islam preaches the 1364 
exact opposite. It is 1365 
either their way or no way. 1366 
This interprets to 100% 1367 
Selfishness. 1368 

(beat) 1369 
Examples of the ugly parts 1370 
that are showing up are 1371 
Dearborn, Michigan, and 1372 



small Communities in 1373 
Tennessee and other 1374 
locations. Muslims 1375 
essentially own the entire 1376 
cities and have voted their 1377 
own people into office. The 1378 
FBI expects to have a great 1379 
deal of legal interference 1380 
to searching for bomb 1381 
factories in their Mosques 1382 
or underground tunnels that 1383 
connect one home to another 1384 
unless the religious 1385 
protection is removed. 1386 
Remember all that stuff I 1387 
told you about what those 1388 
two Muslims told me at the 1389 
restaurant in Iraq? 1390 
Essentially, 98% of all 1391 
Muslims want to have peace 1392 
and prosperity, but the 1393 
other 2% want to kill anyone 1394 
and everyone who stands in 1395 
their way of free food, 1396 
unlimited free sex and free 1397 
shelter. It is becoming 1398 
more and more evident that 1399 
we Americans are going to be 1400 
under physical attack and 1401 
we can't physically 1402 
identify the enemy when 1403 
"hit and run" explosions 1404 
occur at the neighborhood 1405 
Mall. We hope that somehow 1406 
American Muslims start 1407 
giving information to the 1408 
local authorities on who 1409 
the bad guys are. 1410 
Sometimes, it is going to be 1411 
their own kids who are in 1412 
the crowds at the Mall or 1413 
the sports stadium when the 1414 
bombs go off. Political 1415 
parties in America are 1416 
entitled to argue "their 1417 
way or no way". However, it 1418 
does not make sense for your 1419 
tax dollars and mine be used 1420 
to support any political 1421 
group as being entitled to 1422 
religious exemptions when 1423 
they openly declare that 1424 
they intend to kill anyone 1425 
who wants to have Personal 1426 
Choice as to how they 1427 



worship. Once they 1428 
politically take over any 1429 
Community they will 1430 
logically then want to 1431 
legally vote Islamic Law 1432 
into their local ordinances 1433 
and who knows what havoc 1434 
that will impose on the 1435 
police. On top of that they 1436 
will only have Muslims on 1437 
their local police force. 1438 
It is not unreasonable to 1439 
picture ten years from now 1440 
the Michigan National Guard 1441 
having to fire fight from 1442 
house to house to regain 1443 
control in both of those 1444 
cities. Then twenty years 1445 
from now it is no longer 1446 
just two towns or cities, 1447 
but fifty pockets 1448 
throughout the US of a 1449 
highly trained, Arab 1450 
financed and dedicated 1451 
invisible Army. They can 1452 
then threaten to blow up 1453 
multiple soft targets in 1454 
the U.S. unless their 1455 
Muslim Law is allowed to 1456 
replace our Constitution or 1457 
our Bill of Rights in the 1458 
cities they control. Our 1459 
politicians will not know 1460 
what to do and so they will 1461 
take the easy way the same 1462 
as France or Denmark. Our 1463 
politicians will "give in" 1464 
into having a separate 1465 
Islamic Nation within the 1466 
U.S. that can repeatedly 1467 
terrorize Washington with 1468 
threats of "their way or no 1469 
way". No matter how you 1470 
figure it they have so, so 1471 
much oil money to buy our 1472 
elected leaders in 1473 
Washington and finance 1474 
invisible Muslim Army of 1475 
Muslim welfare recipients 1476 
on food stamps to use "hit 1477 
and run" attacks on their 1478 
time table and agenda. 1479 
Remember,….they teach 1480 
their young people that if 1481 
they kill non-Muslims they 1482 



will go to Heaven and have 1483 
free sex with Virgin young 1484 
girls as their reward. It is 1485 
an honor amongst their 1486 
family for them to blow 1487 
themselves up in a crowded 1488 
shopping mall. Currently 1489 
Japan won't even allow a 1490 
Muslim to own or rent a 1491 
house in their Country. 1492 
They can visit, but they 1493 
can't stay. 1494 

(beat) 1495 
Secondly, we are working 1496 
behind the scenes to feel 1497 
out having the United 1498 
Nations ask China to send in 1499 
five million plus military 1500 
troops on a peacekeeping 1501 
mission to every county in 1502 
the Middle East and Africa 1503 
that is having civil 1504 
strife. We are thinking 1505 
that China might like to 1506 
have the role of enforcing 1507 
civil law for the next 1508 
hundred years as the 1509 
world's policeman -- in 1510 
exchange for all the 1511 
mineral and agricultural 1512 
rights in each country they 1513 
occupy. The locals who own 1514 
gas or oil deposits can keep 1515 
their control of those two 1516 
industries. After five 1517 
years of investments by 1518 
China into rebuilding the 1519 
nation's infrastructure, 1520 
the local government would 1521 
receive ten percent of the 1522 
gross sales or twenty 1523 
percent of the net sales 1524 
dollars China receives. 1525 
This would then provide 1526 
additional money for the 1527 
country they occupy to 1528 
build a financial 1529 
infrastructure. Any 1530 
citizen of that country who 1531 
protests the presence of 1532 
the new "Cops on the Corner" 1533 
in a defiant or vicious 1534 
manner could be executed on 1535 
the spot by the 1536 
peacekeepers. We figure 1537 



that after a hundred years 1538 
the Muslims and all the 1539 
other groups will have 1540 
prosperity to such a degree 1541 
that Home Depot or Costco 1542 
will be just ordinary 1543 
retail stores and religious 1544 
difference will be a thing 1545 
of the past. 1546 

PRIVATE 1547 
Wow! I wonder if this is why 1548 
I have been invited here to 1549 
DC? 1550 

T.T. 1551 
Explain? 1552 

PRIVATE 1553 
My growing business back 1554 
home is rubber goods. 1555 

T.T. 1556 
(joking) 1557 

You mean you figured out how 1558 
make a condom that does 1559 
things that current ones 1560 
don't? 1561 

PRIVATE 1562 
Very funny. No, no, no... 1563 
besides other products, we 1564 
make rubber bullets for 1565 
riot guns. 1566 

(beat) 1567 
I'll bet that is what my 1568 
meeting tomorrow is going 1569 
to be all about. 1570 

T.T. 1571 
What's so special about 1572 
your product? 1573 

PRIVATE 1574 
We were asked to take our 1575 
solid rubber bullets and 1576 
change the blunt end into a 1577 
sharp rubber point that 1578 
could pierce the skin of 1579 
whoever it hit. It would 1580 
enter the skin maybe an 1581 
eighth, or a quarter of an 1582 
inch. Then the GSA specs 1583 
said to design the sharp 1584 
point to slide backwards 1585 



from the impact to collapse 1586 
a bubble of fluid encased in 1587 
the rubber just behind the 1588 
sharp point. The net result 1589 
is that the fluid in the 1590 
bubble would then squirt 1591 
forward and a drop or two 1592 
might enter the human body 1593 
at the point of the wound. 1594 

T.T. 1595 
Wow! I hadn't heard about 1596 
what you just said, but from 1597 
what you are saying I can 1598 
now see why all the talk 1599 
about our latest and 1600 
greatest new defensive 1601 
military weapon in the 1602 
fight against ISIS and 1603 
other terrorists. It could 1604 
be a simple as pig's blood 1605 
diluted with water. Would 1606 
you want to hear some 1607 
background on this subject? 1608 

PRIVATE 1609 
OK... so long as it isn't 1610 
the story about the three 1611 
little pigs and the huffing 1612 
and puffing wolf. 1613 

T.T. 1614 

PRIVATE 1615 
Hey man this is a true story 1616 
and not just a rumor. 1617 

(beat) 1618 
The story goes that 1619 
somewhere around 1916 Major 1620 
General "Black Jack" 1621 
Pershing of the US Army had 1622 
to deal with Muslim 1623 
terrorists in the 1624 
Philippines attacking the 1625 
US military installation in 1626 
Manila. He knew that merely 1627 
executing the terrorists 1628 
would just produce more 1629 
next generation 1630 
terrorists. He knew that 1631 
the only thing a Muslim 1632 
fears in the entire human 1633 
experience is to not be able 1634 
enter heaven if any pig 1635 
grease or blood enters his 1636 



body. Even a rumor of an 1637 
individual Muslim getting 1638 
contaminated with any part 1639 
of a pig means that his or 1640 
her family shuns them, they 1641 
are not allowed in the 1642 
Mosques, and for sure that 1643 
individual will never go to 1644 
heaven and have free sex and 1645 
free food for eternity. 1646 
Good ole Jack scared the 1647 
captured terrorist by 1648 
showing them and the 1649 
audience that each 1650 
execution bullet to be 1651 
fired was dipped in pig's 1652 
blood or pork grease. All 1653 
forty terrorists were 1654 
executed. For fifty years 1655 
after that there was not a 1656 
single terrorist act in 1657 
Manila. 1658 
Now all of what I have been 1659 
asked to design makes 1660 
sense. If what you say it 1661 
true, then using a bullhorn 1662 
to warn thirty thousand 1663 
Muslim sit-in protestors in 1664 
New York to leave Fifth 1665 
Avenue or be wounded could 1666 
become a reality. 1667 

T.T. 1668 
From what I hear, New York 1669 
has already taken 1670 
precautions for that. 1671 
Instead of using water 1672 
cannons to clear the 1673 
street, there is talk about 1674 
trying to clear the streets 1675 
without injuring anyone. 1676 

PRIVATE 1677 
Now don't tell me you are 1678 
going to drop plastic bags 1679 
of diluted pig's blood from 1680 
a bomber and hope they 1681 
splash into someone's 1682 
mouth? 1683 

T.T. 1684 
From what I hear, they're 1685 
designing their water 1686 
cannons to spray a fine mix 1687 
of genuine freeze-dried 1688 



pig's blood or bacon grease 1689 
and warm water into the air 1690 
above the protestors. When 1691 
they breathe in they will 1692 
contaminate their own 1693 
bodies and never get to 1694 
heaven. 1695 

PRIVATE 1696 
So what happens when all 1697 
thirty thousand sit-in 1698 
protestors show up with gas 1699 
masks to keep that from 1700 
happening? 1701 

T.T. 1702 
That is where you come in, 1703 
with your rubber bullets, 1704 
and the pig's blood only 1705 
squirting out when it hits 1706 
a protestor's body. 1707 

PRIVATE 1708 
My gosh... we could design 1709 
our bullets for machine 1710 
guns and shoot at the 1711 
protestors’ feet. I know I 1712 
am sounding silly, but 1713 
picture thirty thousand 1714 
Muslims having to show up in 1715 
Iron Man costumes if they 1716 
want to protect their place 1717 
in Heaven. That would 1718 
surely tell the world that 1719 
this pig's blood thing is 1720 
something Muslims fear and 1721 
not just a rumor... 1722 

(beat) 1723 
Hey, Lieutenant, I just 1724 
thought of something. What 1725 
if I manufactured a 1726 
two-ounce rubber squirt 1727 
bottle, like the one in the 1728 
medicine cabinet at home 1729 
for cleaning wax out of your 1730 
ear? It could have a third 1731 
of an ounce of freeze-dried 1732 
pig's blood or freeze-dried 1733 
bacon grease in it that only 1734 
had to mix with an ounce or 1735 
so of water. Then every 1736 
non-Muslim in the world 1737 
could have an effective 1738 
defensive weapon to squirt 1739 
in the face of a Muslim 1740 



terrorist who might want to 1741 
hurt their family. 1742 

T.T. and Private both laugh over the joke by Private. 1743 

T.T. 1744 
Hey man... I have a good 1745 
feeling that you and I were 1746 
meant to meet today and 1747 
accomplish something for 1748 
the future. I could see all 1749 
the moms and dads in the 1750 
entire world being able to 1751 
sleep better knowing that 1752 
they could carry something 1753 
in their pocket to squirt at 1754 
a terrorist to protect 1755 
their kids. 1756 

T.T. and Private again laugh at the ridiculous 1757 
suggestion. 1758 

PRIVATE 1759 
(checks watch) 1760 

Time for visiting is 1761 
running out. I have my first 1762 
appointment on the hill in 1763 
eighteen minutes with some 1764 
guys from the GSA. But you 1765 
mentioned something "tax 1766 
advantages" earlier? Give 1767 
me a quick two-minute 1768 
summary so I can sound 1769 
"informed" when I have my 1770 
meeting this afternoon. 1771 

T.T. 1772 
The bottom line of tax 1773 
evasion is that many 1774 
hometown Muslims in your 1775 
own neighborhood have 1776 
ordinary jobs, but do not 1777 
have to pay any income 1778 
taxes, and -- 1779 

PRIVATE 1780 
Wow... that whole concept 1781 
of terrorizing us on our own 1782 
turf is too much for me at 1783 
the moment! However, 1784 
avoiding income taxes at my 1785 
expense really aggravates 1786 
me! I might want to grow a 1787 
beard, start walking around 1788 
in a robe and get some 1789 



much-needed exercise, 1790 
kneeling down and getting 1791 
up ten times a day? 1792 

T.T. 1793 
It is a legal technique that 1794 
several minority 1795 
politicians and one sports 1796 
hero in the boxing world 1797 
used for years to avoid 1798 
paying income taxes. As a 1799 
wage earner, all you do is 1800 
join a recognized church or 1801 
religion. Any member of the 1802 
church can then be raised to 1803 
rank of Leader or Bishop or 1804 
whatever. In the case of 1805 
Muslim wage earners, that 1806 
individual can decide to 1807 
become a Minister or 1808 
whatever for the particular 1809 
Mosque they identify with. 1810 
Then as a Disciple or 1811 
authority figure of that 1812 
Mosque they can donate 1813 
"most" all their W-2 or 1099 1814 
wages to the Mosque. They 1815 
can then deduct that amount 1816 
from their income taxes. 1817 
The Mosque can then pay all 1818 
the Disciple's mortgages, 1819 
car payments, and other 1820 
fixed expenses for them 1821 
without having those funds 1822 
be labeled as income to the 1823 
wage earner. 1824 

PRIVATE 1825 
That sounds almost as good 1826 
as the welfare benefits to 1827 
Illegals or boat people 1828 
from the Caribbean! 1829 

 1830 
(beat) 1831 

 1832 
Got to run now. Let's plan 1833 
on getting together to talk 1834 
more of this in the future. 1835 

Private Hesitates physically 1836 

PRIVATE 1837 
Hey, Lieutenant….I just 1838 
happen to think.  If the 1839 



Muslims hear about all 1840 
these plans won’t that 1841 
precipitate a lot of anger?  1842 
Maybe the ISIS “hot heads” 1843 
in the US will 1844 
independently blow up one 1845 
or two shopping Malls in 1846 
retaliation? 1847 

 T.T.   1848 
Good thinking Private.  1849 
That is just what we 1850 
anticipate will happen. We 1851 
think this will give the FBI 1852 
the greatest advantage to 1853 
prevent any explosions 1854 
because it will be a rash 1855 
and emotional act that is 1856 
not well planned. Because 1857 
of that lack of planning the 1858 
Terrorist might make 1859 
emotional mistakes and they 1860 
can be taken down before 1861 
they blow up innocent 1862 
shoppers.  Right now ISIS 1863 
is laying low and trying to 1864 
build a national 1865 
organization or Army of 1866 
ISIS with U.S. citizens. 1867 
The rumor is that they are 1868 
hoping to train 10,000 U.S. 1869 
terrorist in 100 U.S. 1870 
cities operating out of 1871 
Dearborn Michigan.  It 1872 
could take them 10 years to 1873 
put it all together.  Image 1874 
how helpless our Congress 1875 
or National Guard would be 1876 
in the face of that kind of 1877 
internal threat. 1878 

 1879 
If we appease the Terrorist 1880 
now by doing NOTHING (T.T. 1881 
raises his voice on the work 1882 
nothing) it will be the same 1883 
as having a diagnose of 1884 
Cancer in your colon and not 1885 
treating it early. 1886 

 1887 
The Terrorist could become 1888 
so strong that the FBI is 1889 
overwhelmed with domestic 1890 



violence. Then the Liberals 1891 
will be the first to 1892 
complain that the FBI is not 1893 
protecting their kids from 1894 
being blown up at the local 1895 
shopping Malls.   1896 

PRIVATE 1897 
Hey Lieutenant keep your 1898 
voice down.  Everyone is 1899 
looking at you. Let’s have 1900 
another update visit in a 1901 
year or two. Maybe things 1902 
will be better and we can 1903 
talk about golf, sex and 1904 
food..., not necessarily in 1905 
that order. 1906 

 1907 

T.T. and Private both laugh and say hoo-rah in military fashion 1908 
and reach out to give a “high five” to each other. The concept 1909 
with this ending is to give HOPE to the audience before they leave 1910 
the theatre. 1911 

Both hold up their water glasses as if in a toast to the future. 1912 
The scene freezes and gradually starts to drift smaller and 1913 
smaller into the blue background from which it originally came. 1914 

At the same time the music from many of the patriotic songs gets 1915 
louder and louder. When the frozen scene gets extremely small 1916 
-- the music abruptly ends -- and we... 1917 

Fade to black. 1918 

The end 1919 


